
The Fake 51 

Chapter 51: She Only Went To Brush Her Face and Show Off Her Dress. Then, She Sat in Her Seat and 

Applauded 

“How’s the search for the dress going?” Han Chuan asked. 

Shi Xi looked around and pointed at a bag on the ground. “It’s already here. It’s that one.” 

Han Chuan got up to get the clothes and asked, “What kind of clothes?” 

Shi Xi said, “It seems to be CL’s clothes? Their director said that I would definitely like it. I haven’t tried it 

yet.” 

Han Chuan’s expression changed unpredictably. “CL’s director? Who?” 

Shi Xi thought of the name. “I think her name is Yvette? I don’t remember her name, but she’s 

mentioned that she’s CL’s director.” 

Han Chuan thought that it was great to be rich, as the director had directly delivered the clothes to her 

doorstep. 

How was it like when he was bringing other artists along? They were all begging these brands to collect 

the clothes, looking at the colors of this and that. 

As he was thinking, Han Chuan took out the clothes. 

“Hiss — it’s CL’s Super Season high-quality Gradual Starry Sky dress.” Han Chuan said in surprise, “You 

can even borrow this?” 

Shi Xi was still sitting on the sofa. When he wasn’t paying attention, she ate a puff. “I didn’t borrow it, I 

bought it.” 

Han Chuan thought of Shi Xi’s rich daughter setting again. 

He really couldn’t accept it. 

What was this girl doing in the entertainment industry? 

However, wasn’t Shi Xi the fake daughter of the Shi family? 

..... 

Han Chuan carefully put the clothes back and said, “Alright, be careful. Don’t get fat and not be able to 

wear a gown.” 

Shi Xi took the opportunity to eat another puff while he put the clothes back. “It’s okay. If I can’t wear it, 

they can come over to change the clothes.” 

Han Chuan expressionlessly took the rest of the puffs away and said, “Remember to apply a facial mask. 

Remember to use the other skincare products!” 

Shi Xi: “I’ll definitely remember to use them!” 



Han Chuan: “Go and apply a facial mask now.” 

Shi Xi: “...” 

After Shi Xi applied the facial mask, Han Chuan left unsatisfied. 

He came over in the middle of the night to make sure that Shi Xi’s gown would not clash with other 

people’s. 

If she was wearing a gown that other female stars had worn before, it would also clash with the gown, 

making it easy for others to compare. 

* 

The next day, when she arrived at the set, Wen Yao went to Shi Xi’s side and asked, “Xi Xi, what gown 

are you wearing for that day?” 

Shi XI: “Gown?” 

Why was everyone so concerned about her gown? 

“It’s the gown for the Starlight Gala. I wanted to ask about your gown to prevent the gown from 

colliding.” Wen Yao was playing the role of the silly and sweet female lead from a distance, in reality, 

she wasn’t arrogant. When she smiled, she was warm and amiable. “My manager helped me borrow the 

Gu family’s high-cut dress. It’s this one.” 

Wen Yao even took out her phone and showed Shi Xi the photo. 

It was the Gu family’s high-cut dress of the current season. It was a pure white low-cut dress that was 

elegant and graceful. 

Shi XI said, “My gown is the CL’s Gradual Starry Sky dress. It won’t clash.” 

. 

Everyone’s clothes were all fixed and they rarely wore the same outfit. Wen Yao came over only to ask if 

they were of the same type or color. 

The two of them were now on the same production team. It was very easy for outsiders to compare 

them and stir up trouble. 

After knowing that there was nothing similar between Shi Xi’s and her gown, Wen Yao went back to 

discuss with her manager. 

Wen Yao could be considered a B-List starlet now. She was slightly famous, but not that famous. 

Therefore, Wen Yao was very concerned about this Starlight Award. 

As long as she could win the award, her career in the entertainment industry would rise to another level. 

On the other hand, Shi Xi knew that she was just going to applaud, so she did not take the red carpet to 

heart anymore. 



According to Han Chuan, she was just going to brush her face, show off her dress, and then sit in her 

seat and applaud for others. 

Life was not easy. 

Shi Xi looked at the script in front of her and continued to memorize it. 

Chapter 52: No Need Money, It’s Free 

?? 

Soon, it was the Starlight Gala. Shi Xi was pulled up by Han Chuan early in the morning. 

Han Chuan held the clothes in one hand and Shi Xi in the other. He asked, “Where are the shoes? Where 

is the matching jewelry? Shi Xi, wake up! It’s already half past 10!” 

The Starlight Gala did not start until 7 in the evening! 

Shi Xi did not have the energy to retort. She narrowed her eyes and said sleepily, “They’re all on the 

table.” 

“The shoes are on the table too?” 

“...On the floor.” 

Han Chuan picked up the shoe box and looked at the jewelry box on the table. He swept his hands 

across it and put it away. 

When they arrived at the beauty salon, all kinds of people tossed and turned on Shi Xi’s face. They did 

skincare, makeup, and styling. After putting on the dress, they asked her to pose for hundreds of photos. 

When she knew that she would only be able to pick out a few photos in the end, Shi Xi only wanted to 

stay away from the entertainment industry. 

It was too difficult to earn money! 

After being tossed around for a while, Shi Xi was so tired that she did not want to move when she 

returned to the nanny van. 

She was even less interested in the Starlight Gala that night. 

If she were to dress beautifully to receive the award, she would definitely be happy. 

But today, she was only showing off her dress before sitting down and clapping. 

The people in the entertainment industry were really vain. 
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Shi Xi felt hopeless. She turned to Han Chuan and asked, “How much money can I get for this job?” 

Han Chuan glanced at Shi Xi and said, “I gave them a lot of gifts to let you walk the red carpet.” 

Shi Xi: “???” 



She was the scion of the Shi family (although she was fake), but she still had to give gifts to attend the 

party?! 

It was heartbreaking. 

* 

“Next, we’ll wait until 6:30 pm. It’s about time for you to walk the red carpet.” Han Chuan looked at the 

schedule and started to go through the process with Shi Xi. “Walk up alone and sign your name on the 

poster. Then the host will ask you two questions. One is...” 

Shi Xi felt as if she was facing an exam, and Han Chuan was telling her the answer. 

Not long after, the window of the nanny van was knocked on. 

Han Chuan rolled down the window and asked curiously, “What’s wrong?” 

Outside the window stood Wen Yao, whose eyes were red. 

They were about to walk down the red carpet, but why was Wen Yao still wearing her normal clothes? 

Wen Yao asked softly, “Can you let me get in the car? I have something to ask Shi Xi.” 

Shi Xi said, “Get in.” 

After Wen Yao got in the car, she gritted her teeth and looked at Shi Xi, pleading, “Shi Xi, can I borrow 

your gown?” 

Shi Xi was shocked. 

Han Chuan’s expression did not change as he asked calmly, “What happened?” 

Wen Yao clenched her fists tightly, her tears almost falling down. “The dress that was supposed to be 

lent to me was suddenly taken away by someone else. My manager and I couldn’t borrow any other 

clothes, so we could only come over and beg you.” 

Shi Xi quickly handed her a tissue. “Don’t cry. It wasn’t easy to put on makeup. Don’t waste it.” 

Wen Yao’s tears fell one by one. Her eyes were big and beautiful. She took the tissue from Shi Xi and 

said, “Thank you.” 

Han Chuan showed no mercy and said calmly, “You can go to the mall to buy a dress. There’s still half an 

hour before the red carpet. You can always find something suitable.” 

. 

Wen Yao shook her head. “No way!” 

Shi Xi looked at Han Chuan. 

Han Chuan smiled. “Miss Wen Yao, don’t treat others as fools. You took a fancy to Shi Xi’s dress and 

wanted to use it to walk on the red carpet.” 

Wen Yao’s face was pale. 



Han Chuan tilted his head slightly, his eyes smiling. “If you like the clothes, you can buy them yourself. 

Shi Xi, how much is this dress?” 

Shi Xi: “Ah?” 

Han Chuan glared at her. Why did she drop the ball now? 

Shi Xi looked at Wen Yao’s earrings and smiled. “It’s free. I’ll lend you the dress.” 

Han Chuan: “??!” 

Wen Yao: “?!!” 

Chapter 53: Even If I Wear Something That Costs 20 Yuan, I Can Still Outshine the Entire Audience 

The two of them looked at Shi Xi in shock. 

Even Wen Yao did not know what expression to make at this moment. 

Han Chuan gritted his teeth and said, “Shi Xi, do you know what you’re saying?!” 

“I know.” Shi Xi tilted her head and smiled slightly. “It’s free. I’ll lend it to you.” 

“This… Thank… Thank you.” Wen Yao was so happy that she was about to cry again. 

“Don’t cry, don’t cry. I’m just lending you a dress.” Shi Xi looked at Han Chuan. “I remember that there 

are a few sets of dresses on the back seat. Pass them over for me.” 

Han Chuan’s expression was unsightly. “Those were all randomly bought by you at the mall!” 

It was only a few thousand yuan at most. 

This high-priced dress was worth over a million! 

Shi Xi said, “Pass me the dress. You can get out of the car first. I’ll change the clothes with Wen Yao.” 

Han Chuan got out of the car with a dark face. He smoked three cigarettes and still could not figure out 

why he had taken over Virgin Mary. 

When Shi Xi smiled just now, it was as if Virgin Mary was shining. 

He felt that if he were to be stopped by the disaster, he would be a sinister and cunning villain. 

...... 

D*mn it, this was too f*cking ridiculous. 

Too ridiculous. 

After more than ten minutes, the two of them had changed their clothes. 

Wen Yao had a slender figure, a beautiful face, and snow-white skin. After wearing the Gradual Starry 

Sky dress, she had a different kind of beauty. 



Shi Xi, on the other hand, was wearing a long dress that she had bought from an unknown shop. The 

snow-white half-sleeved dress went all the way to her calves, revealing a slender ankle. 

Wen Yao was very embarrassed. “I’m sorry. I’ll help you borrow a dress next time.” 

Wen Yao thought that Shi Xi’s dress was borrowed as well. 

Han Chuan said sarcastically, “It’s good if you can borrow your own dress next time.” 

Wen Yao changed her words. “If you need my help in the future, I’ll definitely do it!” 

“Alright, go and touch up your makeup. You’ll be walking the red carpet in a while.” Shi Xi chased her 

away. 

After Wen Yao left, Han Chuan was so angry that his heart ached. 

“You’re really kind. She can borrow a gown worth a few million just like that.” Han Chuan looked at Shi 

Xi expressionlessly. 

“She’s not an ordinary person.” Shi Xi was deep in thought. “Wen Yao. I don’t remember there being a 

rich family with the surname Wen in Feng City.” 

Han Chuan looked up. “Why? Do you think she’s also a rich second generation?” 

Shi Xi did not answer. Instead, she asked, “Where is Wen Yao from?” 

Han Chuan replied, “I remember from Su City. I’m not sure where exactly.” 

Shi Xi pulled herself away from her thoughts. “Forget it, I don’t want to think about it. I’ll just let her 

borrow it. She’s nominated for Best Actress. I’m just a warm-hearted audience member. Why do I need 

to look so good?” 

Han Chuan said in disdain, “Don’t embarrass yourself in that outfit.” 

Shi Xi: “?” 

This cost her more than 7,000 yuan! 

Han Chuan took out his phone. “I’ll get someone to cancel your name.” 

Han Chuan would rather his artiste not walk down the red carpet wearing such a shabby outfit. 

“Don’t. It’s not easy to come here once.” Shi Xi was unhappy. 

She had spent the whole day putting on her beautiful makeup. 

If no one saw her, what was the point? 

Han Chuan looked at her. “You’re going on stage just like that?” 

Shi Xi brushed her long hair and smiled. “Don’t worry. Even if I wear a $20 shirt, I’ll still be able to 

dominate the crowd.” 

The beauty was confident. 



Han Chuan thought to himself, ‘Why is this girl so narcissistic?’ 

‘Just because she looks better?’ 

‘D*mn it!’ 

‘What’s the use of looking good?!’ 

‘Money, money is the most beautiful thing!’ 

‘You look the best in that multi-million dollar gowns!!!’ 

* 

The Starlight Awards was only a small award in the middle of the year. There were different celebrities 

present, and it could not be compared to the year-end awards. 

However, this did not affect the netizens who were enjoying the show. 

Just as the group of big-name gowns was competing for attention, Shi Xi, who was wearing a simple long 

dress, appeared. 

Chapter 54: As a Supporting Actress, She Should Create Trouble For the Male and Female Protagonists 

and Add Bricks and Tiles to Their Love Translation 

When Shi Xi got out of the nanny van, the flash was aimed at her, and the camera kept taking pictures. 

Everyone couldn’t help but sigh. Her beauty, which had gained eight million followers overnight, was 

really not just a fa?ade. 

Shi Xi’s mermaid make-up at that time had directly caught the attention of all the fake make-up videos 

on various video websites. One after another, mermaid make-up was released, and the green contact 

lenses that had never been able to sell were sold out. Even the major beauty and hair salons had more 

customers who dyed their hair green. 

But today, the girl was only wearing a pure white dress, which made her look pure and innocent. She 

was like a high school belle who had just come out of school. 

Her eyebrows were curved, and her skin was whiter than snow. Her black eyes seemed to contain 

thousands of stars. The make-up that she had put on for the whole day was not obvious. Instead, it 

made people feel that she was only wearing light make-up. Her long hair was scattered, and it was stuck 

in a pearl hairpin. She looked elegant and gentle. 

Shi Xi walked directly onto the red carpet, and the reporters beside her kept filming. 

She was beautiful from all 720 degrees with no blind spots. Her every move was elegant and moving, 

and her every frown and smile was charming and generous. 

The netizens who were watching the live broadcast were also crazy with envy. 

[She is simply a beautiful school belle who has grown on my aesthetic point!] 

[There’s a hook in her eyes, right? It’s stealing my soul away.] 



[D*mn, how did she do it with her own filter? Her skin is the best and most natural in this scene.] 

[Isn’t this the sweet school belle? I’m looking forward to Shi Xi Xi’s [The Overbearing School Bully Fell In 

Love With Me].] 

[What show???] 

...... 

[Hahaha, the title of [The Overbearing School Bully Fell In Love With Me] really brings one back to the 

middle school days. She’s both a middle-schooler and a sand sculpture.] 

The netizens were taking screenshots and chatting with great interest. 

Meanwhile, the fashion blogger started to strip Shi Xi of the dress she was wearing. Which family’s dress 

was it from? 

[I’ve seen a few new products, but none of them seem to be from the same family.] 

[It should be from the Super Season, right? The school belle is a fair, rich, and beautiful girl. She doesn’t 

lack this little bit of money.] 

[...] 

Shi Xi walked to the huge poster and signed her name. 

When the host saw Shi Xi, the amazement in his eyes did not fade away. “I heard that Shi Xi has been on 

the set recently?” 

Shi Xi nodded and started to promote her new drama. “I hope that everyone will pay more attention to 

the [The Overbearing School Bully Fell In Love With Me] that is currently being filmed.” 

Bullet comments: [I will definitely pay more attention to it!!!] 

[Hurry up and finish filming and release it quickly! The members are all ready!] 

[I’m going to die today because of my sister’s beauty.] 

The host asked obediently, “What kind of role does Shi Xi play in the drama? Can you tell us about it?” 

Shi Xi: “I play the role of the school belle with malicious intentions. I create trouble for the male and 

female leads in the drama and add fuel to their love.” 

The host could not help but say, “For a beautiful school belle like you, the male lead should like you.” 

Shi Xi coughed. “You still have to pay attention to inner beauty.” Hey, you only asked two questions on 

the script! You should invite me down! 

The host asked again, “Did Shi Xi ever think of acting in a period drama?” 

Shi Xi said, “If a director asks me to audition, I will try my best.” The fourth question was, did the people 

behind her still have enough time to walk the red carpet? 



The host continued to dig a hole. “At that time, does Shi Xi have any roles that she wants to experience? 

Do you want to act in a period drama or a modern drama?” 

Shi Xi said, “I think it’s better to look at the script.” There was also the director. If they didn’t ask her, 

why would she act? 

The host seemed to have realized the problem of time. He smiled and said, “Alright, then let’s invite Shi 

Xi to enter the venue first. Thank you.” 

Shi Xi breathed a sigh of relief, put the microphone back, and walked into the venue. 

Chapter 55: Today’s Me Makes You Unattainable, Tomorrow’s Me Ignoring Your Love 

Shi Xi entered the venue and found her seat. 

Fifth row. 

Very good, it’s an inconspicuous place. 

After Shi Xi sat down, she found that she was surrounded by young actors and a few male and female 

groups, handsome men and beautiful women, very pleasing to the eye. 

It was really beautiful. 

Male and female stars walked onto the red carpet in an endless stream. When Wen Yao appeared 

wearing the CL family’s Super Season high-quality Gradual Starry Sky dress, many people exclaimed in 

low voices. 

It must be known that there were not many second-rate female stars who could borrow high-quality 

dresses, and even fewer could borrow a Super Season high-quality dress. 

This type of Super Season high-quality Gradual Starry Sky dress was usually only lent to first-rate female 

stars. 

Who would have thought that Wen Yao would actually wear it? 

Everyone had different expressions. 

On Weibo, the hashtag #WenYaoSuperSeasonHighQuality# had already become a hot topic. 

[Who is this? She actually wore the CL family’s Super Season high quality dress? I remember that her 

clothes were still overseas last week?] 

[How rich. Many A-List celebrities wear clothes that are not as rich as hers.] 

...... 

[She’s the female lead of [The Overbearing School Bully Falls In Love With Me], Wen Yao, right? I 

remember that the female supporting role is Shi Xi. This drama is really filled with experts. I’m looking 

forward to it.] 

[I’m really looking forward to it. Who is the one who made these two women jealous? I’m really 

jealous!] 



At the same time, the topic of the #SchoolBelleShiXi# also became a hot topic. A bunch of fashion 

bloggers was trying to figure out which gown Shi Xi was wearing. 

[D*mn, I’ve already flipped through the information for 2017, But I still can’t find out who made the 

gown Shi Xi Xi is wearing.] 

[It should be the super-season high order, right? Maybe it’s not a big brand? It really looks good!] 

[Could it be this? I think I’ve seen it in the mall before (picture)] 

Finally, someone took out Shi Xi’s clothes, but it was quickly denied. 

[Impossible, the details don’t match.] 

[At least it’s the Starlight Gala, Shi Xi can’t just wear a random dress. Let me look at the Japanese and 

Korean niche brands.] 

[But the stream is so beautiful, and the new hair color is so beautiful! I love you!] 

Mom powder rally. 

At the same time, the major fashion bloggers were about to dig out their brains, comparing each high-

order dress. 

She just didn’t want to believe that Shi Xi was wearing a 7,000 yuan dress. 

And CL’s fashion director was also stunned. She clearly put the Gradual Starry Sky dress out for Shi Xi, 

the result was that Wen Yao was wearing it? 

F*ck, what happened?! 

.. 

The Starlight Awards ceremony was broadcast live, and there was a lot of commotion on the internet. 

Shi Xi, who could not play with her phone, was completely unaware of this. 

She only felt that the beauties in front of her were as numerous as the clouds, and she could not bear to 

look at them. 

Previously, she had thought that it was too boring to come and applaud, but now, Shi Xi could only hate 

herself for not bringing a camera to take photos. 

The system could not bear to look at it anymore. [If you want to see a beauty, why don’t you look in the 

mirror?] 

Shi Xi sucked in a breath of cold air. “Are you praising me?” 

System: [I’m just telling the truth.] 

Shi Xi sighed. “It’s a pity that there aren’t many people as honest as you.” 

System: “???” 

It really wanted to take back what it had just said. 



Shi Xi sighed once again. “I’m so envious of you guys being able to see my beauty every day.” 

System: “...” 

Shi Xi: “System, why aren’t you saying anything?” 

System: “...” 

Shi Xi probed, “Are you there?” 

System: “...” 

Shi Xi: “Oh right, what’s your name?” 

System: [After work hours, please do not disturb.] 

Shi Xi: “!!!” 

“Heh, today you’re ignoring my love, tomorrow I’ll ignore your love.” Shi Xi snorted. 

System: [Today I’ll make you unworthy, tomorrow I’ll ignore your love, and the day after tomorrow I’ll 

make you sink into the river and feed the fish.] 

Shi Xi: “???” 

Just as everyone was chatting, the award ceremony finally began, announcing the candidates and 

announcing the winners. 

Chapter 56: Beauty and Acting Coexist, IQ and EQ Are Both High 

“Starlight Awards, Best Supporting Actor winner: Yun Guanghe!” 

Hearing the familiar name, Shi Xi finally came back to hersenses and started clapping hard. 

Big Brother can do it! 

Yun Guanghe’s acting skills had always been good. This time, the Best Supporting Actor award was won 

by Yun Guanghe with the help of the supporting actor in the previous drama. It also added a heavy 

emphasis to his resume. 

When the camera was on Yun Guanghe, the fans on the bullet screen were very happy and promoted 

the new drama at the same time. 

[Yun Guanghe’s new drama, [The Overbearing School Bully Falls In Love With Me] everyone, pay more 

attention!] 

[What the f*ck!! Is it that drama, ‘Abandoning Shi Xi and choosing Wen Yao’?] 

[Hahaha, he actually didn’t choose Shi Xi!! He really doesn’t know what’s good for him.] 

It was unknown what the director was thinking, but during the time that Yun Guanghe was on stage, the 

camera cut to Shi Xi. 

[So beautiful! Add chicken drumsticks for the director!] 



[Have a safe life, director!!] 

[When the camera cut to Shi Xi, it’s like adding a filter for her alone. She’s absolutely beautiful.] 

Shi Xi was genuinely happy for Yun Guanghe. 

...... 

Recently, Yun Guanghe had often been in a bad mood because of this award, and even she had to work 

overtime to reshoot... Of course, her acting was also very average, and the number of NGs was high. 

Yun Guanghe received the award that he had been thinking about day and night, and he let out a sigh of 

relief. 

With the award, he would be able to receive better scripts in the future, right? 

He didn’t need to act as some high school sophomore anymore, right? 

What [The Overbearing School Bully Falls In Love With Me]? 

Yun Guanghe only felt like a sand sculpture. 

After giving his acceptance speech, the award continued. 

When it was time for the award for Best Actress, which was the focus of everyone’s attention, five 

candidates were placed on the big screen. 

There were four A-List or quasi-A-List actresses, and there was also Wen Yao. 

. 

It felt like Wen Yao was out of place in the middle. 

The host: “Starlight Awards, Best Actress award winner: Su Qingqian.” 

The camera focused on the award-winning Su Qingqian. She smiled elegantly and stood up to receive 

the award. 

Su Qingqian was a quasi-A-List actress who had debuted for seven years. Her beauty and acting skills 

coexisted, and her IQ and EQ were both high. She deserved to receive the Best Actress award. 

Wen Yao was disappointed, but she still pretended to smile and clap, not letting the camera pick out any 

mistakes. 

Shi Xi sighed slightly. It was a pity. She had already lent her clothes to Wen Yao, but she did not expect 

Wen Yao not to win the award. 

She hoped that Wen Yao would not be affected by this in the future filming. 

She did not want to do any more NGs! 

Thinking that Wen Yao did not have many scenes with her, Shi Xi heaved a sigh of relief again. 

Shi Xi was playing the school belle supporting role, and most of the time, it was with Yun Guanghe, or 

with the sisters discussing how to frame the female lead in private. 



Just when Shi Xi thought that there was nothing to look forward to in this gala, Wen Yao was nominated 

for the Best Newcomer Award. 

Best Newcomer Award? 

Shi Xi looked up at the host on stage. 

The host: “Starlight Award, Best Newcomer Award: Wen Yao.” 

When she heard that Wen Yao had won an award, Shi Xi clapped wholeheartedly and congratulated 

Wen Yao. 

Her dress could finally go on stage to receive the award. 

When Wen Yao heard that she had won the Best Newcomer Award, there was a hint of surprise in her 

eyes, but it was soon replaced by joy. She happily went on stage to receive the award. 

What was lost was lost, but what was gained was not lost. Her hard work was finally not in vain! 

After Wen Yao went on stage, she even specially thanked Shi Xi. 

Although she did not mention the matter of borrowing a gown, the camera was still on Shi Xi, allowing 

her to appear on camera again. 

The happy Starlight Gala ended. Yun Guanghe took the Best Supporting Actor award that he had been 

longing for, and Wen Yao took the Best Newcomer Award. Although Shi Xi did not win an award, the 

feeling of participation in the applause below the stage was very strong. 

“Let’s have a meal together. It’s my treat!” After the party ended, Wen Yao suggested. 

“How can I let a girl treat us? I’ll treat.” Yun Guanghe was also very happy. 

Shi Xi said, “It’s okay. Each of you will treat once. I don’t mind.” 

Chapter 57: If You Really Don’t Have Any Money, Put It On My Tab 

In the end, under Wen Yao’s strong insistence, she still paid the bill. 

Yun Guanghe’s male chauvinism swayed in his heart, and he decided to invite her back the next time. 

Just as the few of them were having a meal together, the netizens finally confirmed Shi Xi’s clothes. 

[Confirmed. Today, Shi Xi walked the red carpet wearing Pilot’s new style. The price is 7,999 yuan.] 

[Oh my god, she can’t borrow any clothes, so she just bought a dress?] 

[Su Qingqian is wearing the V family’s gown, and Wen Yao is wearing the CL family’s Super Season gown. 

Shi Xi’s life is too miserable, right? She can’t even borrow a dress?] 

[Wen Yao from the same production team is dozens of streets ahead of her. Why didn’t Shi Xi ask Wen 

Yao for help since she could borrow CL’s clothes?] 

[Her family’s old clothes are also fine.] 

[A plastic sisterhood. How can there be true friendship in the entertainment industry?] 



[Didn’t they say that Shi Xi is a rich second generation?] 

The netizens started to ridicule Shi Xi one after another, as if the 7,999 dress was just an ordinary dress. 

When Shi Xi’s fans saw it, they couldn’t help but retort back. 

[Hello? Can’t a 7,999 dress walk the red carpet? Could it be that everyone here has a monthly salary of 1 

million?] 

...... 

[That’s hilarious. Shi Xi can wear any dress and still dominate the entire venue. You must be jealous, 

right?] 

[After Shi Xi’s red carpet picture was released, the other families haven’t posted it yet. Why? Is it 

because the pictures haven’t been fixed yet?] 

[Don’t meddle in the matters of beauties. Wen Yao even thanked Shi Xi when she won the award. The 

two aren’t on good terms with each other just because of the clothes? The FBI appraisal team really 

lacks a talent like you.] 

Ji Yin saw the comments online and was very disdainful. 

Her family sold jewelry, so she could see that Shi Xi’s jewelry was worth a lot of money. Not only today’s 

clothes, but the jewelry that Shi Xi usually wore was also authentic. 

Mocking Shi Xi on wealth didn’t hurt Shi Xi at all. 

Ji Yin only found it funny. A bunch of haters who couldn’t earn more than 10,000 yuan a month was 

worried about Shi Xi who was wearing gold and silver. 

.. 

Shi Xi didn’t think much of it herself, but when Tao Yuxuan saw the trending searches, her heart ached. 

Tao Yuxuan: [Did the Shi family not give you any money?] 

. 

Tao Yuxuan: [That’s too bad, right? I still have some money here. If you need money, just ask.] 

Tao Yuxuan: [Transferred 500,000] 

Shi Xi, who was eating ribs, didn’t look at her phone and praised, “Oh, this meat is so tender! There’s 

even a little sweetness in it. As expected of a Michelin star chef!” 

Yun Guanghe nodded. “Yes, yes, yes! Wen Yao spent a lot this time!” 

* 

Ning Yu, who was playing a game, saw that the world was discussing Shi Xi and took a few more glances. 

[Is this Shi Xi’s first time attending a gala? She just casually wore a dress and went on stage. It’s so 

embarrassing.] 



[She probably doesn’t have any money. It’s really embarrassing to be stripped out and wear a 7K dress.] 

Ning Yu scrolled through the news and got a general idea of the situation. 

Before the game started, Ning Yu took out her phone and transferred some money to Shi Xi. 

Shi Xi, who was drinking fish soup, said, “It’s so fresh. It looks like it was just fished out from the river!” 

Wen Yao said, “It’s freshly killed fish. They just picked it out.” 

Yun Guanghe began to drink the second bowl of fish soup. 

* 

Shi Xu had just finished a day’s work and was about to get off work when he saw his assistant come in 

with a troubled expression and report the situation. 

Shi Xu frowned slightly. “Transfer 5 million yuan to Xi Xi’s account and send the clothes for the current 

season over.” 

Assistant: “Yes.” 

* 

Sheng Yan saw Shi Xi’s name flash across the WeChat group that he blocked the messages to and could 

not help but open it to take a look. 

After knowing the ins and outs of the matter, Sheng Yan had the expression of an old man looking at his 

phone. 

How did this guy end up in such a miserable state? 

Although he didn’t like Shi Xi, Shi Xi still had the title of his fiancée. He couldn’t let Shi Xi lose face, could 

he? 

Sheng Yan transferred some money to Shi Xi and sent a message to Shi Xi: [Next time you go to Sheng 

Shi to buy jewelry, I’ll give you a 50% discount.] 

After a while, he didn’t receive a reply from Shi Xi. 

Sheng Yan sent another message: [If you really have no money, put it on my tab.] 

Chapter 58: Tears Streamed Down His Face 

At this moment, Shi Xi was eating fruits after dinner. “Oh, this grape is really sweet!” 

Yun Guanghe: “This mangosteen is delicious. Try it.” 

Shi Xi: “Peel it for me.” 

Yun Guanghe: “...” 

* 



Xie Yunzhou was paying attention to Shi Xi’s situation. When he saw Shi Xi’s fan group discussing the 

matter of ‘Shi Xi is very poor,’ he was deep in thought. 

That’s right, Shi Xi had been chased out by the Shi family. 

No wonder she went to the entertainment industry to film. It turned out that she had no money. 

If that was the case, what was she going to do? 

Xie Yunzhou pondered as he called Shi Xi directly. 

At this moment, Shi Xi was eating dessert. “This vanilla puff is crisp and sweet. This is the first time I’ve 

eaten such a delicious puff!” 

Yun Guanghe ate one in two or three bites and nodded. “As expected of a five-star restaurant. Even the 

desserts are so delicious.” 

Wen Yao looked at the two of them and smiled. “It’s good that you like it.” 

Just as Shi Xi was about to continue eating, she heard a special notification on her phone. 

Her phone was usually set to vibrate or mute, so she only gave Xie Yunzhou a special notification. 

Oh f*ck, why was the big shot of the villain looking for her at this time? 

Shi Xi instantly felt a toothache. “I need to take this call.” 

After picking up the phone, Shi Xi asked softly, “What’s wrong?” 

Xie Yunzhou asked bluntly, “Where are you?” 

Shi Xi replied, “I’m eating at Crane Pavilion.” 

Crane Pavilion was a famous five-star restaurant in Feng City. The food was delicious and expensive. 

Xie Yunzhou, who was about to console Shi Xi, was speechless. 

Shi Xi asked, “Why are you looking for me?” 

The girl’s voice was sweet and soft. It didn’t sound like she had been wronged at all. 

Xie Yunzhou asked uncertainly, “Where are you staying now?” 

Shi Xi replied, “A hotel.” 

She had always been staying at a hotel next to the production team. Didn’t Xie Yunzhou know about it? 

Not only did he know, he had even taken her to eat. 

Why was it that the villain’s memory had dementia at such a young age? 

Xie Yunzhou thought of the rumor that Shi Xi had been chased out by the Shi family and asked, “You’re 

not staying at the Shi family anymore?” 

“Uh, not for the time being,” Shi Xi replied vaguely. 



She did not really want to meet the female lead. 

But when Xie Yunzhou heard it, he thought that Shi Xi wanted to go back but could not. 

How tragic. 

Xie Yunzhou: “I got it. You can continue eating.” 

Shi Xi: “??” 

What did you know? Ah? 

Shi Xi was baffled. Why was Xie Yunzhou calling? 

Was it to ask about something he already knew? 

Really? Did he have Alzheimer’s disease this early on? 

Yun Guanghe, who was picking his teeth by the window, said in surprise, “Eh? Is that a real crane? 

There’s even an after-dinner performance!” 

Shi Xi immediately threw Xie Yunzhou to the back of her mind. She walked up and asked, “Where? 

Where? I haven’t seen a real crane yet!” 

On the other side. 

After Xie Yunzhou hung up the phone, he called his assistant in. “I remember that someone wants to sell 

a house in East Lake Villa. Go buy it and give it to Shi Xi.” 

The assistant’s mouth was wide open, but he could not come back to his senses. 

Were all the domineering presidents nowadays so generous with gifts? 

They just gave her a house? 

And it was from East Lake Villa!! 

The assistant felt bitter in his heart. “Alright, I’ll do it right away.” 

Xie Yunzhou thought that Shi Xi might not accept it, so he said, “If she doesn’t want it, you can say that 

this is to repay her for saving her life.” 

The assistant thought to himself, ‘Miss Shi only helped you up! Your ribs weren’t even broken!! How 

could it be considered a life-saving grace!’ 

He was so envious, he wanted it too. 

Sob, sob, sob, sob. 

The assistant walked out of the office with a sour heart, tears streaming down his face. 

Chapter 59: At Such a Young Age, She Had Experienced the Joy of Becoming Rich Overnight 

Shi Xi, who was unaware of this, was still looking at the cranes. 



The private rooms of the Crane Pavilion were scattered in all directions. From the windows, one could 

see the small bridge in the middle and the flowing water. A white crane was standing on the rockery, 

walking around from time to time. 

Shi Xi and Yun Guanghe were discussing whether the white crane was a protected animal or not. 

Shi Xi wasn’t too sure. “It should be a protected animal, right? I remember that the white crane and the 

red-crowned crane are both protected animals.” 

Yun Guanghe raised a question. “If it’s a protected animal, it wouldn’t appear in the restaurant, right? 

What if it was accidentally killed?” 

Shi Xi nodded. “That’s right. It looks quite similar to a duck.” 

“A duck? I think it’s more like a goose, right?” Yun Guanghe pondered. “I wonder if it’s delicious?” 

Even Wen Yao, who had always been reserved, couldn’t help but join in the discussion. “The white crane 

is a protected animal. I don’t know why it would appear here.” 

Only when the waiter came in and they asked did they find out that it was a fake crane on the rockery. It 

was lifelike and had electricity in it. 

The three of them were disillusioned. 

At the same time, they felt embarrassed. 

“I won’t come again!” 

“I won’t come out to eat with you anymore! It’s too embarrassing!” 

“Let’s go to Qingshui Restaurant next time?” 

* 

After returning to the hotel, Shi Xi took a bath first. She put on a face mask and leaned against the sofa 

to play with her phone. 

When Xie Yunzhou called, she saw that there seemed to be a lot of unread messages. 

Let her see who it was from. 

Thus, Shi Xi saw a series of bank transfer notifications. 

Shi Xi looked at her account balance in surprise and couldn’t help but count it again. 

Her account was 200,000 yuan before, why did it suddenly have so many zeros??? 

Big Brother Shi Xu transferred 5 million yuan. 

Why did Ning Yu transfer 7 million yuan to her?!!! 

It turned out that it only took one afternoon to go from a little rich woman to a multimillionaire. 

Shi Xi was young, but she already experienced the joy of becoming rich overnight. 



She did not want to work hard anymore. She was already a multimillionaire. 

Shi Xi leaned against the sofa, thinking about how to tell Han Chuan that she wanted to quit the circle. 

She had already earned enough money. 

With so much money, she did not have to worry about her future at all. 

Forget it. Who would complain about having too much money? 

Shi Xi thanked them one by one. In the end, when she was chatting with Tao Yuxuan, she realized that 

they thought that she did not have any money, which was why they were so generous in feeding her. 

Thinking about it, she was a little touched. 

Sob, sob, sob, there are still so many good people in this world! 

As Shi Xi thought about it, she saw all kinds of ridicule towards her on Weibo. 

Shi Xi: “...” 

Forget it, why bother about these people? 

Shi Xi was very happy in her heart. She was planning whether she should buy an apartment first. 

She had to have a place to stay. 

Just as Shi Xi was letting her imagination run wild, her mother called. 

“Xi Xi, it’s almost your birthday. I’ll throw a big party for you and invite all your classmates and friends 

over, okay?” Mother Shi’s voice was gentle. 

“Birthday?” Shi Xi subconsciously wanted to reject. 

System: [Triggered storyline point: Birthday banquet. Host must attend the banquet!] 

Shi Xi’s good mood instantly disappeared and she said, “Okay.” 

“It just so happens that your results will be out by then. I’ll invite your teachers over and hold a grand 

thank-you banquet. How about that?” Mother Shi was even happier when she heard that Shi Xi had 

agreed. 

Shi Xi could not refuse at all and allowed Mother Shi to arrange it. 

At the end, Shi Xi thought of something and said, “Ning Yu and I have the same birthday. Let’s celebrate 

our birthday together that day.” 

Mother Shi paused. “Don’t worry, Mom will order a big birthday cake for you guys!” 

After hanging up, Shi Xi thought of the plot. 

Chapter 60: The Joys and Sorrows of Humans Were Not the Same. Shi Xi Only Felt That the Rain Was 

So Heavy That It Hurt Her Face 

Translator: Dragon Boat Translation Editor: Dragon Boat Translation 



The birthday banquet could be said to be the highlight of the female lead’s face-smacking. 

As Shi Xi and Ning Yu were of the same age, both of them were at the end of the college entrance exam, 

so naturally, people made comparisons. 

Shi Xi was the daughter of a wealthy family who received an excellent education. She was a top student 

at Feng City No. 1 High School. She had good morals, intelligence, and physical skills. Other than moral 

education, she had almost full marks. 

Ning Yu was a country girl from the countryside. She was the little delinquent girl at Feng City No. 13 

High School. She couldn’t even study and was ranked first in fighting. 

There was no need to guess their college entrance exam scores. They knew that Shi Xi would definitely 

win. 

After the scores were released, Shi Xi’s score was 655. She was guaranteed to enter Yanjing University. 

Ning Yu’s score was unknown. Everyone thought that she couldn’t even enter a university. In the end, at 

the birthday party, someone ridiculed that Ning Yu’s grades embarrassed herself, and she was slapped 

in the face on the spot. 

The principal of No. 13 High School personally sent a banner over, praising Ning Yu for bringing honor to 

the school. The principals of Yanjing University and Haicheng University scrambled to send gifts, 

promising scholarships, and begging Ning Yu to choose their school... 

When she first saw it, she felt that this scene of a slap in the face was very satisfying. 

But now that she thought about it, Shi Xi only felt her face hurt. 

Sob, sob, sob, sob, after this birthday party, would she have a shadow over her birthday in the future? 

The next day. 

Shi Xi arrived at the set and became an oddball once again. 

Yun Guanghe and Wen Yao were in excellent condition. They passed all the scenes in one take and shot 

three days of scenes in one day. 

Meanwhile, Shi Xi had a lot on her mind, and her face was filled with the words ‘the world is not worth 

it.’ 
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However, the director felt that Shi Xi was in a very good state. He added a scene of falling out of love in 

the rain to Shi Xi’s scene. 

Shi Xi, who was originally unable to cry, was now crying because of the rain. 

Sob, sob, sob. 

Why did she have to suffer such grievance after becoming a millionaire? 



Behind the camera, the director nodded his head in satisfaction. He said to Yun Guanghe and Wen Yao, 

“Look, Shi Xi’s acting skills have improved by leaps and bounds. It’s all because of your good teaching!” 

“It’s nothing, it’s all because of your good teaching.” The two of them quickly pushed the credit away. 

The director nodded his head happily. “She’s still learning well.” 

The joys and sorrows of humans were not connected. Shi Xi only felt that the rain was so heavy that it 

hurt a lot when it hit her face. 

She cried even more intensely. 

The director was even happier. 

.. 

After the rain scenes ended, Shi Xi returned to the hotel to rest. 

Previously, Shi Xi was in good condition and had filmed quite a number of scenes. 

Recently, they had been focusing on the male and female lead roles. 

Although Shi Xi was the second female lead and had quite a few scenes, the male and female lead roles 

had even more scenes. 

When she returned to the hotel, Shi Xi felt that her brain was very hot, as if she had a fever. 

In a daze, she picked up her phone and called Tao Yuxuan, asking her to bring some fever medicine over. 

After receiving the call, Xie Yunzhou replied, “I’ll be there right away.” 

Shi Xi was in a daze. Did she find the wrong person? 

But her vision was already blurred. Besides, the other party said that he was coming over. 

Shi Xi passed out in peace. 

When Xie Yunzhou rushed to the hotel with his private doctor and asked the room manager to swipe his 

card to enter, he saw Shi Xi sprawled on the bed in a ‘大’ shape. 

The room manager was stunned. 

Didn’t they say that he had to open the door immediately and that danger was imminent? 

He couldn’t tell at all! 

Xie Yunzhou went forward to help Shi Xi turn over and cover her with the blanket. 

At the same time, he touched Shi Xi’s forehead. 

Eh? 

It wasn’t hot! 

Was his hand too hot? 



The private doctor took Shi Xi’s temperature and looked at her carefully. 

In the end, the private doctor said with certainty, “Miss Shi doesn’t have a fever.” 

Xie Yunzhou didn’t believe it. “Then why is she in a coma?” 

The private doctor said, “She just fell asleep. She’ll wake up when she’s recharged.” 

Xie Yunzhou:  

He didn’t know what to say. 

 


